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OPEN OFFICE 

Open Office concept

Canal Center’s large unobstructed floor plates offer 
unlimited potential for the open office environment.  
The tall  floor heights , coupled with significant 
window area will bring natural daylight deep onto the 
floor.   Centralized toilet rooms and exit stairs  allow 
office areas to extend unimpeded throughout the floor 
and   the existing acoustical panel ceiling system can 
be removed in favor of exposed structure , with areas 
zoned for work, lounging, food or recreation.

NORTHERN TRUST CANAL CENTER
RETAIL CONVERSION STUDY 

CLIENT Nicholson, Porter & List (Now NAI Hiffman) | LOCATION Chicago, Illinois (South Loop) | SIZE 8 stories, 900,000 sf; parking for 670 cars

RECOGNITION
ASHRAE Energy Design Award; Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute Excellence in Architecture & Engineering Award;     
Chicago Building Congress Merit Award (1991)  

PROJECT SCOPE
Eckenhoff Saunders was the design architect and architect for the original Northern Trust Canal Center located at 801 S. Canal, completed in 1990. Nich-
olson, Porter & List (Now NAI Hiffman) retained Eckenhoff Saunders to develop plans for the property to determine its viability as a retail destination. The 
building design maximizes interior flexibility through large floor plates (over 100,000 sf), large bay sizes, multiple stairs, and elevator cores, and a raised 
accessed floor throughout the building. Canal Street, near Roosevelt Road, is quickly becoming a retail destination as a result of the nearby Old Post Office 
re-development. Canal Center is well-positioned to take advantage of this.

The entire 113,000 sf level just above the street can be easily accessed by glass escalator lobbies feeding into a mall-like environment for big box outlets 
and food court venues capitalizing on the existing outdoor terraces facing east towards the river. Eckenhoff Saunders determined that separating office 
tenants from the retail flow would be relatively easy. In addition, convenient indoor parking, an exceptional service elevator, and truck dock access are 
already in place. Eckenhoff Saunders recommended removing precast panels and replacing them with glass storefronts to maximize street visibility, help-
ing to draw people in from the sidewalk.


